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"Go alone, and you will go fast, Go together and you will go far"
Problems

No organic mapping activities done in Kalimantan for Open Street Map

No how-to teaching materials are available for Indonesian volunteers in Indonesian language to do mapping and to contribute to Wikipedia articles
Sept 2014 - March 2016

35 events mostly workshops and training, 700 attendees, supported by 19 organizations

Four how-to modules were created, three printed and one online

OSM: 16,157 buildings mapped and created in OpenStreetMap (1,476)

Wikipedia: 205 articles created (241,029 page view)
Organik vs Intervensi

Kalimantan Selatan  
Kalimantan Timur
What we learn

Local government data wasn't digitalized, and they are looking for ways (partners) to digitalize it - but not (partners) in sharing it.
What we learn

The most challenging part in creating Kalimantan subject articles in Wikipedia by locals were the absent of reference online regarding their surrounding.

The most challenging part in making sure mapping participant produced quality data are the technical skill they need to learn in order to be up to standard.
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